Open Letter to Mehran Tavakoli Keshe
Slušovice, Czech Republic

7.11.2015

Dear Mehran Tavakoli Keshe,
when somebody has different opinion than You, it does not mean he/she is Your enemy, even
if the opinion sounds wrong to You. It is simly a reflection of a person. When considered
openly, that is just another perspective which may add better understanding of something.
And if You think the opinion is wrong, try to clarify Your point and view heartfully so that
both parts can benefit from it. In my case, I share my opinions and strive to be to the point and
in line with my current evolving view of Truth. There is no need to attack such person and
fabricate false claims. It gets You on worse track. We all should learn how and practice to be
more truthful and kind to ourselves and others. Any technology cannot make this work for us
and we cannot take the technology with us when we die on this Earth and wake up on more
subtle one. Good technology can help humanity to save natural resources on this coarse
material level and help to clean it which is good and that is why I support any development of
such technology done in transparent and useful way. The cleaning of our inner selves, our
souls, stays as our own work to be realized in everyday life. And for this task we have the
proper help flowing from higher realms and waiting for us to be used with love and care. I
wish You all the best on You way of life, thank You for what You did well and forgive You
what You did wrong against me and if You find something wrong from me against You I
have not realized yet, tell me sincerly and try to forgive as well. Light of our Creator, the only
True Source, be with You and others as well. I add good advice for all of us from my Teacher:
“Keep the heart of your thoughts pure, by so doing you are bringing peace and are happy!”
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